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Birthday Treats & Snack
For birthdays, students may bring in a non-
food treat for the class (i.e. stickers, 
pencils, etc.)

Students can bring in a healthy snack to 
have in class. They have an opportunity in 
the morning and afternoon to have it (if they 
wish)



Daily Schedule
Lunch Recess: 
12:03-12:27
Lunch: 12:27-12:51

We also have a class 
recess. Time 
depends on that 
day’s specials 
schedule.

Specials: 
Gym: Mon./Thurs.
Music: 
Mon./Tues./Fri.
Media Center: Thur.
Art: Wed.
Chinese: Tues./Fri.



Balanced Literacy Program

Guided Reading/Strategy Groups
Read Alouds
Independent Reading
Word Study
Writing Workshop



Reading Workshop
I utilize the Daily 5 and Daily Café/CRAFT 
program during reading workshop time.  
Whole class mini-lesson followed by rotations
Daily: 
– Read to Self – Work on Writing – Word Study

Rotated throughout the week:
– Listen to Reading –Guided reading work
– Meet in small groups (guided reading or strategy 

groups)



Reading Workshop
During this time, I will confer with 
students individually about their reading, 
work with small groups of students for 
direct reading instruction
Small groups will be based on students’ 
reading level, skills needs, or interests



Word Study
We utilize Words Their Way
Students are given a pre-assessment to see 
where they are in their spelling development
It is based on studying word patterns, not 
memorizing individual words
Work is done during Word Study
Activities include word hunts, word webs (to 
explore the meaning of roots) and word sorts.
Students take their quizzes on Spelling City 
(website)



Writing Workshop
Throughout the year, students will 
compose:
– A personal narrative
– Persuasive pieces
– Research project
– Short pieces including cause/

effect, problem/solution, 
compare/contrast, and response to texts



Science
AAPS uses the Phenomenal Science and Project Lead the Way 
curriculums
4th grade units of study:
– Big Blue Marble (Processes that shape the Earth like erosion)
– Let It Rip! (Energy)
– Built for Survival (structures in plants/animals that allow them to 

survive, how animals receive and process information)
– Surf’s Up! (Waves and information transfer)
– Coding: Input/Output Computer Systems

Science is taught through inquiry-based hands-on investigations
Throughout the year, students will be engaged in writing activities 
related to various science ideas and investigations



Social Studies
AAPS utilizes the Michigan Citizenship 
Curriculum
Focuses on the geography, economy, 
and government of the United 
States 



Mathematics
AAPS uses University of Chicago’s Everyday Mathematics 
program, which is aligned with Michigan Curriculum 
Standards
Key 4th Grade Concepts: 

–Multi-digit multiplication
–Division with single-digit divisors
–Fraction equivalence 
–Adding/Subtracting fractions
–Multiplying fractions by whole numbers
–Analyzing and classifying geometric figures



Everyday Math: Practice
Math Boxes: to continually 
reinforce/review concepts
Home Links: to practice skills 
taught in class
Open Response tasks: 
challenging questions that require 
students to apply concepts to new 
situations and to explain their 
thinking



Everyday Math: Practice
Games: to practice skills and 
develop strategic thinking
Mental Math and Fluency: quick, 
daily exercises that promote 
fluency in concepts/facts



Mathematics
We use a guided math program. 
Structure of a guided math lesson:
– Whole group lesson
– Rotations: small group instruction*, independent 

practice (workbook pages), fact practice, & games
– Closing (share out)
*Small groups will be flexible and based on 

students� learning needs as assessed through 
pre-assessments and formative assessment. 



Technology
ConnectEd

Copies of Study 
Links & Family 
Letters
Online games
eToolkit
Tutorial videos
Interactive Student 
Reference Book

Students can access it 
through Clever.



Technology
Dreambox
• Can access through Clever
• Focuses on math content 
• Teaches concepts and reinforces them with 

the use of digital manipulatives
• Adaptive to students’ level/needs

XtraMath
• Can access through Clever
• Focuses on math facts



Technology
Lexia Core 5
• Can access through Clever

• Focuses on reading skills:
• Vocabulary
• Comprehension
• Automaticity/fluency
• Structural analysis
• Phonics

• Adaptive to students’ level/needs



Google Classroom is an online learning 
management system
It will be used for students to complete 
assignments, take quizzes, and have online 
discussions
Some grades will be recorded in it
You can access it using your students' login 
credentials



Classroom Management
Whole Brain Teaching & Responsive Classroom

All Thurston School rules will be enforced in this 
classroom

Consequences will depend on misbehavior (Break It/Fix It, 
Logical Consequences, Rest and Relax, home behavior 
sheet)

If students are doing something off-task, they will be 
stopped and refocused by asking them to describe the 
appropriate behavior

If a student is hurting themselves or others, the parent will 
be contacted and the student may have to sit out from 
class activities



Flexible Seating 
Flexible seating has been shown to increase motivation 
and engagement, create better oxygen flow to the 
brain, and improve core strength and overall posture.*
Let’s students choose from a variety of seating options 
and locations in the room so that they feel comfortable 
and can do their best work
First come, first serve

*Delzer, K. (2016, April 22). Flexible seating and student-centered classroom redesign. Retrieved July 9, 2017, from Edutopia 
website: https://www.edutopia.org/blog/flexible-seating-student-centered-classroom-kayla-delzer



How I Will Make Sure Each Student 
is Properly Challenged

Some worksheets will be adapted to 
increase/decrease the difficulty based 
on each students needs.
Working with students in small groups 
at their instructional reading, word 
study, and math levels.



How I Will Make Sure Each Student 
is Properly Challenged

Conferring with students individually 
during writing and reading to target 
strengths, weaknesses, and to inform 
instruction
Providing additional practice for 
students who are struggling
Assessing students on a regular basis 
and adjusting instruction as needed



Reading Homework

Each month, students will have a 
genre reading project to complete. 
They will read a book from a 
designated genre and complete a 
project about the book.



Math Homework

Students will have Math 
packets to complete on a 
weekly basis. These are given 
on Tuesdays and are due 
back the following Tuesday. 
If students don’t finish 
workbook pages in class, they 
become homework due the 
next day
In your folder are parent 
�letters�, please use these to 
check your child�s homework 
and have them correct any 
mistakes.

Optional (but highly 
recommended): 
– Use Xtra Math to practice 

math facts (it is 
recommended that they do 
this at home at least three 
nights a week)

– Other online activities to 
practice/learn math 
concepts: SumDog, 
Prodigy, ConnectEd, 
Dreambox (all log-in 
information in folder)



Other Homework
Handwriting will be given. Amounts will 
vary but will not be more than 2 a week. 
These are due 2 days later.
Science, social studies, and writing 
homework will be assigned periodically. 
Amount of time to complete these 
assignments will vary. 



Homework Policies

Students will record their homework in their 
planners on a daily basis
If students do not complete in-class work, it may 
be assigned as homework. 
Students have the number of days they were 
absent to make up work.
If work is not done on time, students will lose 
privileges (i.e. flexible seating choice, quiet time 
choice)



STAR Binders
EVERY night students will bring home their 
STAR Binders.
This is where students will have their 
planners, homework, notes from me, 
completed assignments, school flyers, etc.
Please check it each night and send it back to 
school each day
Please do not remove papers that are in 
science/social studies folders 



O.S.C.A.R.S.

O.S.C.A.R.S. stands for �Outstanding, 
Studious, Clever, and Responsible Students�
It is an optional �club� for students who want 
to go above and behind
It is a list of 75 different research tasks. 
Students complete them in a notebook and 
come to me to be quizzed. They earn stars 
for the ones they complete.



Home/School Communication

I will send out periodic reminders/updates using 
“Remind” (if you are not already signed up, 
information about it is included in your packet)
Weekly newsletters sent no later than Monday
Occasional progress reports will be sent home 
via email
If you have any questions or concerns, please let 
me know (email, Remind app, call, in person) so 
that I can address is immediately



Thank you for coming!
Any questions?


